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SOPAS IS COMING TO ETHIOPIA!
We are very excited to welcome our brothers from the CBL staff in March for our first SOPAS. This is an
emerging answer to our long-standing prayer for further leadership development for our current and future
leaders. It is also a wonderful statement to our ministers that they are not alone in their work for the Lord and
their international church family does indeed support them.
PASTOR ABEYA’S REPORT
Our field secretary visited many of the regions throughout the nation in order to assess the many needs
facing our congregations and to facilitate the upcoming training. There are several challenges and
weaknesses we are addressing. In a number of places, we re-appointed elders to help with the struggling
churches. Financial needs are always with us, we simply trust in the Lord’s providence. He is truly faithful.
SPECIAL THANKS TO A SPECIAL HARVEST PARTNER
Many thanks to Christ Tabernacle Church of
God of Prophecy in Sheridan, IN. They
contributed $1500 for iron sheets. The Aboote
congregation in the Kelem district is anxious
to complete their building. Including Aboote,
we now have 15 churches in desperate need
of iron sheets to serve as roofing for the places
of worship. We estimate the cost to be
$1000-$1500US. Our rainy season usually
begins in mid-June, so please pray and work
with us to provide for our brothers and sisters.
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
Our church is still seeking a home for
our national headquarters and main
congregation in Addis Ababa. We have
approached the government for a land
allotment for development and we are
Ministers in Aboote in front of the new church structure.
awaiting the fulfillment of our petition and
all the necessary resources for such an undertaking.
REACHING CHILDREN SPIRITUALLY AND PRACTICALLY
In addition to our traditional ministries, we are supporting 80 children with school materials and clothing across
7 of our districts. When possible, we contribute to other family needs. Friends from the United States
have assisted in this ministry and we are truly thankful.
Sincerely,
Fekadu Ayele
Ethiopia National Overseer
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